
3rd Example of Postage Currency used 
as Postage from Howland/Byrne Surfaces

by Rick Melamed 

After publishing an article in the May/June 2016 edition “Paper Money” titled “Postage Currency 
Used as Postage Stamps,” a 3rd example addressed by Jesse Howland to his son-in-law Pappy Byrne has 
surfaced.  Jesse Howland was an avid stamp/coin/currency collector. He owned a successful marine 
contracting business which afforded him the disposable income to indulge his hobby.  His son-in-law, 
Captain Pappy Byrne, was a famed naval test pilot in the middle of the 20th century flying all over the 
world.  Howland would send Byrne letters to get the different postmarks.   Postal covers were widely 
collected back then; the more exotic the better.  Very similar to the examples highlighted in the original 
article, the new discovery also made its way into President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s personal collection. In 
an interview, Captain Byrne's daughter indicated that her father often flew the President to his summer 
home in Campabello, Maine; thus establishing the intimate connection between FDR and Captain Byrne. 

The new example, with various postmarks from August 1939 (the other 2 examples are from the 
same time period), contains a 1st issue 10¢ postage note (FR1242) and an unusual 3rd issue 3¢ fractional 
note (FR1226).  While 1st issue postage notes had a strong connection to postage stamps, the 3¢ note is a 
fractional with no connection to the postal service.  There are approximately 10 known examples of 
envelopes with postage currency notes; this new discovery is the first record of an envelope with a 
fractional affixed to it. 

The new specimen has period US stamps on the face (2x15¢; 1x10¢; 1x30¢).  The reverse has (3) 
Irish postage stamps, a Foynes, Ireland registration stamp and (18) postal cancellations including several 
from “Luimneach Deimhnithe and “Faing Co. Luimnigh” in Ireland.”   Adding to its desirability, the 
prominent stamp action house from H.R. Harmer stamped the FDR provenance clearly on the reverse.   

Of the 3 known Byrne/Howland envelopes with postage notes, 2 resided with FDR.  The 
previously documented examples are well traveled with postmarks from Newfoundland, Portugal, France 
and The Azores.  With all 3 examples surfacing recently, the possibility of additional Howland/Byrne 
envelopes is likely. 
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